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INFORMATION RECORD

serve as the information system on Which modern medical

practice is based. While the paper-based medical record sys

INFRASTRUCTURE, SYSTEM AND METHOD

tem has functioned Well over many decades of use, it has

RELATED APPLICATIONS

several shortcomings. First, While a paper-based record sys
tem can adequately support individual patient-physician

The present application claims bene?t or priority from US.
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/216,199, ?led Jul. 6,
2000, and US. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/223,
246, ?led Aug. 4, 2000, and is a continuation of US. appli
cation Ser. No. 09/899,787, ?led Jul. 5, 2001, each ofWhich

encounters, it fails to serve as a source of pooled data for

large-scale analysis. While the medical data in the paper
based records is substantial, the ability to adequately index,
store and retrieve information from the paper-based mecha
nisms prevents ef?cient analysis of the data. Thus, paper

is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

medical records could be a rich source of information for

generating neW knoWledge about patient care, if only their
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

data could be accessed on a large scale. Second, each portion
of the paper-based record is generated and kept at the site of
the medical service. Hence, the total record may be frag
mented among many sites. Consequently, access by off-site
physicians is less than optimal. The inability to access a
complete medical record in a short period of time presents
problems both for individual care and group care of patients.

The present invention relates to the ?eld of information

records, repositories, systems and methods for the creation,
use, processing, maintenance, transmission, querying and
protection thereof.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

20

Computerized records and database are employed in many
industries. Often, the information is made available subject to

usage rights limitations. For example, copyright information
is generally controlled by the copyright oWner, such that

for a number of years. An electronic medical record may be

stored and retrieved electronically through a computer.
Clinical information as expressed by health care personnel
25

is typically provided in natural language, e.g., in English.

30

While phrases in natural language are convenient in interper
sonal communication, the same typically does not apply to
computerized applications such as automated quality assur
ance, clinical decision support, patient management, out
come studies, administration, research and literature search

copying is controlled or prohibited after publication. In a
digital environment, each transmission of the content results
in a form of copying, such that a copyright oWner cannot

impose a strict prohibition on all forms of copying While
promoting digital use of the content. Thus, the publisher or
content oWner seeks to apply rules that provide appropriate

Because of the shortcomings of the paper-based record, the
electronic medical record (or “EMR”) has been investigated

ing. Even Where clinical data is available in electronic or

compensation.

computer-readable form, the data may remain inaccessible to

In other instances, the issue is not content, but rather secu
rity and privacy. In these cases, the rules limit access based on
an authorization, Which may be express or implied. Medical
and legal records are examples of this form of content limi
tation.

computerized systems because of its form as narrative text.
Thus, While medical records may be maintained in electronic
form, signi?cant efforts are necessary in order to make the
information available for automated analysis.

35

For computerized applications, methods and systems have
been developed for producing standardized, encoded repre

Conceptually, implementation of an economic permission
and security permission based access control systems are
similar. In fact, security based access control systems often
include logs and audit trails, Which are similar to the account

40

progress notes, and discharge summaries. Special-purpose

ing databases associated With economic permission systems.
Thus, many issues raised by these systems are similar.
Medical Records
The art of medical record keeping has developed over

techniques have been used in different domains, e. g., general

and specialized pathology, radiology, and surgery discharge
reports.
45

centuries of medical practice to provide an accurate account

of a patient’s medical history. Record keeping in medical
practice Was developed to help physicians, and other health
care providers, track and link individual “occurrences”
betWeen a patient and a healthcare provider. Each physician/

sentations of clinical information from natural-language
sources such as ?ndings from examinations, medical history,

50

Medical information poses signi?cant challenges to
knoWledge management systems. Medical information pres
ently includes multimedia ?le types, including numeric data,
text, scanned text images, scanned graphic images, sound

(e.g., phonocardiography and dictation), high resolution
images (radiology) and video (ultrasonic imaging and ?uo

patient encounter may result in a record including notes on the

roscopy). The medical records for an individual may, over

purpose of the visit, the results of physician’ s examination of

time, groW to multiple megabytes or even gigabytes of data,
and advanced medical techniques promise to increase the

the patient, and a record of any drugs prescribed by the phy
sician. If, for example, the patient Were referred to another
clinic for additional testing, such as a blood analysis, this
Would form a separate medical encounter, Which Would also
generate information for the medical record.
The accuracy of the medical record is of the utmost impor
tance. The medical record describes the patient’s medical

history, Which may be of critical importance in providing

available data. These records come from a number of differ
55

ent medical service providers, and may be stored in geo
graphically disparate locations. Often, a neW medical service

provider Will seek to revieW all appropriate previous medical
records for a patient. Further, in third party reimbursement
situations, the third party indemnity Will seek to revieW
60

future healthcare to the patient. Further, the medical record

records in connection With billed services.
On the other hand, medical records include data that is

may also be used as a legal document, as a research tool and

intensely personal, including personal data such as sexual

to provide information to insurance companies or third party
reimbursors.
Over the years, paper medical records have evolved from
individual practitioners’ informal journals to the current

habits, drug abuse, psychological disorders, family histories,

multi-author, medical/ legal documents. These paper records

65

genetics, terminal diseases, or other injuries, and the like.
Thus, While there are legitimate reasons for transmitting
medical information ?les, such transmission must be limited
to appropriate circumstances and to authorized recipients.

US 7,805,377 B2
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In today’s practice environment, the inability of healthcare
providers, administrators, insurers, researchers and govem

essarily include information derived from the record. Thus,
the existence of an index poses a security and privacy breach
risk. One Way to address this issue, as proposed in Us. Pat.

mental agencies to rapidly access and/or extract information
from paper-based medical records represents a serious limi
tation With signi?cant scienti?c and economic rami?cations.
Electronic medical record systems are expected to improve

No. 5,832,450, is to avoid indexing, but rather to provide
information contained only in the database record. While this
preserves privacy, it makes locating a database record other
than by patient identi?er, or its accession identi?er, very
dif?cult.
Another method used to address this problem is the main
tenance of anonymous medical records in addition to patient
speci?c records. Thus, a search for a record other than by
patient identi?er may be performed, but typically not for the

healthcare delivery by enhancing case management capabili
ties, and by leading to clinical practice research databases that
provide valuable information on patient outcomes and clini
cal effectiveness.
While there have been attempts to develop computer data

base architectures capable of storing and retrieving medical
record information Which reconcile physicians’ desires for
maintaining a format of unstructured medical information

treatment of the patient. Such techniques are useful in aca

With database requirements for highly structured data stor

fect, or very costly.
One scheme for increasing the portability of medical

demic exercises. Often, the anonymiZation process is imper

age, these systems fail to provide an infrastructure for the

e?icient transmission, use and security protection of the data.
Some approaches have been based on the development of
categorical data structures and descriptive vocabularies that
require translation of medical information into highly struc
tured abstractions. This approach is problematic due to the
enormous siZe of the overall translation task, the inability to
accurately code all of the information contained Within the
free-text portion of the record, and the fact that normalizing
data introduces additional abstraction, Which may devalue its

20

the use of the information When required; thus, access con

trols must necessarily be compromised. Further, the informa
tion carrier can be lost or destroyed.
25

clinical Worth.
Other approaches provide a full text database With a meta

data header abstracting portions of the data record. HoWever,
searching this metadata may be dif?cult, and the existence of
this metadata outside of the record itself may impair patient

different types Will require access to various subsets of the
sician and certain consults Will require full access.

Traditionally, medical records maintenance and upkeep
30

35

storage thereof. HoWever, in the case of medical information,
this has resulting in signi?cant concerns for the privacy and
security of the information. Indeed, While the information
technically cannot be disclosed Without the consent of the
patient, since at least the time of Hippocrates, the medical

40

institutions that hold this information guard it jealously. Thus,

45

50

Media Content

tainment in the form of audio, video, multimedia, and/or text.
Computer softWare may be considered another form of
media. In these systems, one signi?cant purpose for digital
distribution is to reduce the costs and increase convenience
involved in communicating the information to the user. This,
in turn, tends to reduce the actual or perceived cost of “con
sumption” of the media to the user. HoWever, in a digital
netWork, the content is readily replicated, and thus the oWner
risks loss of control and compensation. In order to retain

control, the media is typically distributed in encrypted form.
Alternatively, the media itself is unencrypted, but the avail
55

able hardWare for using the digital media requires permission
for operation, in effect blocking the decoding to a usable
form.
The existing systems seek to create an obligation by the
recipient on behalf of the oWner, to abide by the restrictions

60

addition, medical information is used, but typically not gen
erated by, pharmacies, administrators, laWyers, insurers or
payors, and other parties.
Medical databases present a particular problem that has
been dif?cult to address. On one hand, database architects

currently commercially available.
the use and distribution of di gital media, e. g., consumer enter

implementing technologies nor providing funding for the

specialties, nurses, therapists of various types, paraprofes
sionals, clinical laboratories, and bedside devices (Which may
automatically generate or receive patient information). In

One method for ensuring data security is encryption. Cryp
tographic systems employ secret keys to protect information.
Key management systems for cryptographic keys are Well
knoWn. One such system, by Entrust Technologies Limited is
One particular area of digital rights management involves

it may be dif?cult to obtain collaboration betWeen medical
institutions in the ongoing treatment of a patient. While there
are important legitimate uses for medical data, there is also a

burden imposed on federal, state, local and private entities.
Typically, in a hospital medical information system, infor
mation relating to patients in a database is generated and used
by users having a variety of roles, including doctors of various

have imposed a signi?cant cost and burden. While enterprises
have evolved for outsourcing of certain functions, these enter
prises have not particularly represented the interests of the
patient, and rather serve as agents for the medical record
custodian.

ous forms of information, in order to make this information
more accessible, to facilitate transmission, and to facilitate

regulatory initiatives (US Department of Human Health Ser
vices) seek to regulate the creation, use, transmission and
maintenance of medical information databases, and indeed
may impose criminal sanctions.
The regulatory activities de?ne mandates Without de?ning

Because of the many types of caregivers, the idea of role
based access has arisen; basically, medical professionals of

medical record. For example, typically the primary care phy

privacy. On the other hand, failure to index the data makes
searching for a record di?icult.
There has been a longstanding trend to computeriZe vari

substantial possibility for abuse of the data and the associated
trust relationship betWeen patient and medical care provider
represented therein. In fact, recent federal legislative and

records is to provide personal data storage devices, for
example in credit card format optical storage medium. These
devices, hoWever, present a security risk, since it cannot be
presumed that the patient Will be able to provide consent to

imposed. This obligation can be voluntarily or mandatory.
While on-line systems for broWsing media may maintain
privacy and con?dentiality, on-line commercial transactions

often Waive privacy and con?dentiality, by requiring disclo
65

sure of identity, electronic billing information, bill address,
shipping address, and the association With the item being

seek to provide indexing of key ?elds of the database, alloW

purchased. Further, databases are maintained Which may then

ing e?icient retrieval. On the other hand, such indexes nec

impair future privacy by associating the user’s IP address or

US 7,805,377 B2
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providing a browser cookie, which identify the user or asso

many systems protected by passwords are easily accessed

ciate with a prior detailed database record.
Thus, electronic commerce has the ability to eliminate the

through a simple (possibly automated) trial and error process.

Biometric authentication schemes, for example ?nger
print, voice, iris, retina, hand, face, or other personal charac

anonymity of cash. This is especially troublesome with
respect to media content preferences and consumption, since
these preferences and consumption were heretofore consid

teristics, may be used to identify a user. These either do not
require a password or access code, or are used in conjunction

ered private.
Existing systems do not create a trust infrastructure,
wherein an independent third party represents and serves as
agent for the content owner, implementing a set of restrictive

with such passwords or codes, and may provide substantial

rules for use of the content, and interacting and servicing

user by matching the information against information belong

customers. In fact, these systems adopt a more traditional

ing to registered users of the system.

system security. A biometric identi?cation system accepts
unique biometric information from a user and identi?es the

retail model, with independent resellers, or employ related

Though biometric authentication is a secure means of iden

entities.

tifying a user, it is dif?cult to derive encryption keys from the
information. In the ?rst place, the information is different
each time it is presented to a biometric information input
device. Secondly, the biometric information is retrievable

In fact, the use of an intermediary, such as an Internet proxy
server or payment service can protect user privacy. However,
the Internet proxy cannot anonymiZe a direct electronic pur

chase transaction. Thus, existing intermediaries do not act in
a representative capacity for the content owner, and do not

integrate content management functions.
Personal Demographic Information

20

As stated above, many different electronic commerce sys
tems have access to, and indeed maintain pro?les and other

latent biometric information or the interception of biometric

information on customers. Even non-electronic retailers have

adopted techniques to provide the same types of information,

25

for example, supermarkets that provide “club cards”, and
otherwise may track credit/debit card purchases.
Retailers seek to gain valuable insight into their business
and consumer habits and responsiveness to promotions by

pro?ling consumers, and forming personal pro?les and/or

through, for example, extraction of latent ?ngerprints, and is
therefore subject to “spoo?ng”. When an encryption key is
derived directly from biometric information, the extraction of

30

information may allow others to derive the encryption key.
Thirdly, since some biometric information is substantially
unchanging, it is not well suited to encryption because once
an encryption key or biometric authentication system is bro
ken (i.e., knowledge exists to circumvent the security pro
vided by the scheme), and its use should be discontinued;
however, changing the biometric information on demand is a

aggregate pro?les from this information. Since the informa
tion often includes purchase information, the pro?les are

dif?cult procedure. In order to overcome this problem, key
management systems exist wherein a plurality of keys are

personally identi?able. Further, user pro?ling must be asso

stored in a secure key database. A user authentication, such as
a biometric authentication, is used to access the secure key

ciated with the same user on an ongoing basis.

Intermediaries

35

In fact, the use of an intermediary, such as an Internet proxy
server or payment service, can protect user privacy. However,
the Internet proxy cannot anonymiZe a direct electronic pur

chase transaction, and use of an intermediary service results
in a loss of rights with respect to credit card transactions.
Thus, existing intermediaries do not act in a representative
capacity for the content owner, and do not integrate content

40

tems are designed for installation on a single computer and for

Computer Security
45

inherent insecure nature of most user selected passwords. For

example, when using Entrust® software to protect a key
database, the database is portable on a smart card or on a
50

personal identi?cation numbers are employed for computer

network security, automatic teller machines, telephone bank

ing, calling cards, telephone answering services, houses, and
safes. These systems generally require the knowledge of an
entry code that has been selected by a user or has been preset.

55

Preset codes are sometimes forgotten, as users have no reli

able method of remembering them. Writing down the codes
and storing them in close proximity to an access control
device (i.e. the combination lock) results in a secure access
control system with a very insecure code. Alternatively, the
nuisance of trying several code variations renders the access
control system more of a problem than a solution.
Password systems are known to suffer from other disad

words that are relatively insecure, for example words that are
found in a dictionary or within a personal wallet. As such,

?oppy disk. The portable key database is a duplicate of the
existing key database. User authentication for the portable
key database is identical to that of the original key database.
The implications of this are insigni?cant when password user
authentication is employed; however, when biometric user
authentication such as retinal scanning or ?ngerprint identi
?cation are used, the appropriate biometric identi?cation sys
tem is required at each location wherein the portable key
database is used. Unfortunately, this is often not the case. In

60

order to avoid this problem, organizations employ password

65

access throughout and thereby reduce overall security to
facilitate portability. Alternatively, members of an organiZa
tion are not permitted to travel with portable key databases
and thereby have reduced mobility and are capable of per
forming fewer tasks while outside the o?ice. This effectively

vantages. Usually, a user speci?es passwords. Most users,

being unsophisticated users of security systems, choose pass

As such, implementation of enhanced security through instal
lation of biometric input devices is costly and greatly limits
portability of key databases. Alternatively, password based
protection of key databases is undesirable because of the

tion, government, and communicationsithe concern over
secure ?le access is growing. Using passwords is a common

method of providing security. Password protection and/or

tem, by Entrust Technologies Limited is currently commer
cially available. Unfortunately, current key management sys
portability between computers having a same con?guration.

management functions.

Computer security is currently an important issue. With the
proliferation of computers and computer networks into all
aspects of business and daily lifei?nancial, medical, educa

database. Often the database is encrypted with a key that is
accessible through user authentication.
Key management systems are well known. One such sys

counters many of the bene?ts available in the information

age. Key databases, once created, should not decrypted,

US 7,805,377 B2
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except during emergencies. This prevents keys from becom
ing vulnerable by existing in their decrypted state.

permits the transfer of medical data records betWeen health
care providers. The system supports the processing of medi
cal claims Without requiring a centraliZed database or impos
ing a uniform claim format on the healthcare providers and
payors. The preferred embodiment further includes a ?nan

PRIOR ART

A number of ?elds of endeavor are relevant to the present

cial transactor that uses remittance information from the pay
ors to generate the electronics funds transfer messages to

invention, and exemplary prior art, incorporated herein by
reference, are disclosed beloW. The references disclosed pro
vide a skilled artisan With embodiments of elements of the

credit and debit accounts. Additionally, the system supports a
medical line of credit at ?nancial institutions that may be used
to pay portions of medical claims not covered by payors.

present invention, and the teachings therein may be combined
and subcombined in various manners in accordance With the

US. Pat. No. 5,832,450 (Myers, et al. Nov. 3, 1998),

present teachings. The topical headings are advisory only, and

expressly incorporated herein by reference, provides an elec

are not intended to limit the applicability of any reference.

tronic medical record system that stores data about individual
patient encounters arising from a content generator in free

Medical Record Systems
John D. Halamka, Peter SZolovits, David Rind, and Charles
Safran, “A WWW Implementation of National Recom
mendations for Protecting Electronic Health Information”,

form text. A header for each encounter-based record also uses
text to store context information for that record. Each header

comprises a plurality of attributes embodied as a ?eld descrip
tor and a value, bound together as a text object. By binding the
?eld descriptors to the values, each encounter record is com

I. Am. Med. Inform. Assoc. 1997 4: 458-464 (expressly

incorporated herein by reference).
Reid Cushman, “Serious Technology Assessment for Health
Care Information Technology”, I. Am. Med. Inform.
Assoc. 1997 4: 259-265 (expressly incorporated herein by

20

reference).
Suzy A. Buckovich, Helga E. Rippen, and Michael J. RoZen,
“Driving ToWard Guiding Principles: A Goal for Privacy,
Con?dentiality, and Security of Health Information”, I.

the attribute values and the attribute descriptors are bound
together as a text object, and because the values are not
25

Am. Med. Inform. Assoc. 1999 6: 122-133 (expressly

incorporated herein by reference).
Paul C. Tang, “AnAMIA Perspective on Proposed Regulation
of Privacy of Health Information”, I. Am. Med. Inform.
Assoc. 2000 7: 205-207 (expressly incorporated herein by

30

location dependent, the data is self-validating. Thus, tem
plates, keys, or other lookup means employed by relational
database are not required to ?nd or interpret the data. Addi
tional attributes may be added Without a restructuring pro
cess, reducing a source of errors into the system. Access of the
content and context information in the EMR system by exter

nal systems is possible Without secondary tables or keys.

reference).

US. Pat. No. 5,546,580 (Seliger, et al., Aug. 13, 1996),

Clement J. McDonald, “The Barriers to Electronic Medical
Record Systems and HoW to Overcome Them”, J. Am.

Med. Inform. Assoc. 1997 4: 213-221 (expressly incorpo

plete in itself, Without reference to database keys, thereby
providing a self-validating record storage system. In this sys
tem, the security of the medical data is maintained, because

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method and apparatus for coordinating concurrent updates to
35

rated herein by reference).
US Pat. No. 5,361,202 (Doue, Nov. 1, 1994, Computer

a medical information database, from different Workstations
and medical instruments. A ?rst data value for a record is
entered at a ?rst Workstation and a second data value for the

display system and method for facilitating access to patient
data records in a medical information system), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to a system and

40

method to improve access to patient information in medical
information system for a health care facility. A computer
display system, and a method for such a display system,
includes a displayed representation of the duration of the stay
of an identi?ed patient in the health care facility. In such a

stored in the medical database after completion of data entry
at each Workstation, and a correction history is recorded. The
correction history contains information as to the update of the
record With the ?rst data value and the second data value. The
record is updated With the ?rst and second data values Without

45

aborting user activities or notifying a user that an update
con?ict has occurred. After the neW data values are stored in

record is entered at a second Workstation Without locking
either Workstation during data entry. The neW data values are

medical information system patient data is stored in data ?les
in a database, Wherein each data ?le in the database is com
prised of a plurality of data records. A user positions a cursor

the medical database, all Workstations containing a copy of
the record are updated to re?ect the current state of the record.

on the displayed representation using an input unit and sig
nals the computer of a desired date and time. The computer, in
response to the signal determines the desired date and time

US. Pat. No. 5,832,488 (Eberhardt, Nov. 3, 1998),
50

from the position of the cursor and accesses a data record or

records from the data ?le based on the desired date and time.
The accessed data record or records may then be displayed.
The data records may be time-stamped. In that case, the

histories on a storage device, preferably about the siZe of a
55

duration of the patient’s stay is the time period betWeen the
earliest and latest time stamps.
US. Pat. No. 5,644,778 (Burks, et al., Jul. 1, 1997, Medical

transaction system), expressly incorporated herein by refer
ence, relates to a medical transaction system, Which is

60

communicate With a plurality of payors and ?nancial institu
tions. The healthcare providers, payors, and ?nancial institu

system facilitates not only the processing of medical claims
submitted by the healthcare providers to the payors, but also

credit card, for adding neW medical data about the individual
to the device and for communicating With other computers to
retrieve large data records about the individual; and for
enabling a second computer to collate and sort data relating to
selected medical ?elds from the data of such individual and
from the data about other individuals transferred to the second

computer.
US. Pat. No. 5,867,821 (Ballantyne, et al., Feb. 2, 1999),

capable of permitting a plurality of healthcare providers to
tions do not have to communicate in the same data message
formats nor in the same communication protocols. Such a

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a com
puter system and method for storing medical histories using a
smartcard to store data. A computer system and method is
provided for programming it for storage of individual medical

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method and apparatus for electronically accessing and dis
65

tributing personal health care information and services in
hospitals and homes, for the distribution and administration
of medical services, entertainment services, electronic medi
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patient and his/her present symptoms, including test results,

cal records, educational information, etc. to a patient’s indi
vidual electronic patient care station (PCS) interconnected to
a master library (ML) Which stores data in digital compressed
format, through a local medical information netWork. The

as Well as the diagnosis, if one has already been arrived at by

the e-doc. The epidemiological database computer facility
can correlate this information With the other epidemiological
transaction records that it receives over time in order to help
physicians make and/ or con?rm diagnoses as Well as to iden

patient/medical personnel interact With this medical informa
tion netWork through the unique PCS and receive the

tify and track epidemiological events and/or trends.
US. Pat. No. 5,911,687 (Sato, et al., Jun. 15, 1999, Wide
area medical information system and method using thereof),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a Wide

requested service or data from the master library. The data is
then displayed either on the associated television set or video
monitor or through Wireless/IR communications to a periph

eral personal data assistant (pen based computer technology)

area medical information system and a method using thereof
comprising a Wide area netWork, a plurality of doctor termi
nals and patient terminals connected to the Wide area net
Work, and a management server including at least an elec

The data for text, audio, and video information is all com

pressed digitally to facilitate distribution and only decom
pressed at the ?nal stage before vieWing/interaction.
US. Pat. No. 5,899,998 (McGauley, et al., May 4, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method and system for maintaining and updating computer

tronic case record ?le storing clinic information for patient’s
and a doctor database storing data of a plurality of doctors,
Wherein the system searches the doctor database on the basis
of patient information including the condition of the disease
of a certain patient input from the patient terminal, selects the

iZed medical records. A distributed database architecture
stores medical information in a self-updating system that

employs point-of-service stations disposed at convenient
medical service locations. Each patient carries a portable data

20

corresponding doctor, requests that the selected doctor take

carrier such as a smart card that contains the patient’s com

charge of examination and treatment for the aforementioned

plete medical history. Interaction betWeen the portable data

certain patient, registers the correspondence betWeen the

carriers and the point-of-service stations effects a virtual
communication link that ties the distributed databases
together Without the need for online or live data connections.

electronic case record ?le, gives the right to access the clinic

approved doctor and the aforementioned certain patient in the
25

communications netWork through a sWitching station that
likeWise does not rely on online, live communication. The
database system uses an obj ect-oriented update object to dis
tribute data that has been generated When a portable data
carrier is not physically present and to automatically distrib
ute data Without the necessity of accessing a master?le.

US. Pat. No. 5,903,889 (de la Huerga, et al., May 11,
1999), expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
system and method for translating, collecting and archiving
patient records. The system retrieves, modi?es, and collects

Wide area can receive remote examination and treatment ser
30

vices of high satisfaction and medical treatment related ser
vices other than examination and treatment Without depend
ing on the location.

US. Pat. No. 5,915,240 (Karpf, Jun. 22, 1999), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to a computer sys
tem and method for accessing medical information over a
35

netWork. The system partitions the functioning of the system
betWeen a client and server program optimiZed in a manner to

assure synchronization of the master medical information

data records having a plurality of formats and distributed on a
plurality of databases on a computer netWork. The system

includes means for detecting various types, relationships, and
classi?cations of data records and modifying them accord

information of the patient to the approved doctor, and
executes the online examination and treatment via the doctor
terminal and patient terminal, so that a patient existing in a

The point-of-service stations are also interconnected over a

databases on the servers With the local medical information
database on the client, minimiZe the use of netWork resources,

ingly to support interactive, hypertext-linked display of, and

and alloW neW types of medical information to be easily
included in the system. A server site on the netWork maintains

organiZed access to, the data records. The system further

a description of its medical information, as Well as the most

includes means to store a related set of data records on a mass

current and up-to-date medical reference information. The

storage device such as a CD-ROM to provide non-network
access to the data records. Adapted for use in a hospital

40
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client program maintains a local database that is automati
cally synchronized over the netWork With revisions and neW

environment, the system facilitates access by care providers,
administrators, and insurance company agents to a patient’s

medical information, and provides a user With an interface to

cumulative, and possibly extensive, record.

uses a context-sensitive call facility so that users of the Medi

fully revieW the information in the database. The system also

cal Lookup Reference program can easily get further expert

US. Pat. No. 5,911,132 (Sloane, Jun. 8, 1999, Method

using central epidemiological database), expressly incorpo

50

rated herein by reference, relates to a system in Which patient
disease is diagnosed and/or treatedusing electronic data com
munications betWeen not only the physician and his/her
patient, but via the use of electronic data communications
betWeen the physician and one or more entities Which can 55

contribute to the patient’s diagnosis and/or treatment, such
electronic data communications including information that
Was previously received electronically from the patient and/

facility that collects epidemiological transaction records from
physicians, hospitals and other institutions that have medical
facilities, such as schools and large businesses. The epide
miological transaction record illustratively includes various
medical, personal and epidemiological data relevant to the

user and a person at a help site speci?ed by the type of medical
information they are currently referencing. Once a connec
tion is established, the system alloWs the user to engage in a
conversation With the person at the help site, and a record of
the conversation can be saved in a database for auditing
purposes.

US. Pat. No. 5,924,074 (Evans, Jul. 13, 1999), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to an electronic

or Was developed as a consequence of an electronic messag

ing interaction that occurred betWeen the patient and the
physician. Such other entities illustratively include a medical
diagnostic center and an epidemiological database computer

assistance about the medical topic. The call feature uses the
netWork connection to establish a conversation betWeen the

60

medical records system. The system captures patient data,
such as patient complaints, lab orders, medications, diag
noses, and procedures, at its source at the time of entry using
a graphical user interface having touch screens. Using pen
based portable computers With Wireless connections to a

65

computer netWork, authoriZed healthcare providers can

access, analyZe, update and electronically annotate patient
data even While other providers are using the same patient
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record. The system likewise permits instant, sophisticated
analysis of patient data to identify relationships among the

data Within some of the predetermined ?elds that is identical
to the data in the ?elds of the received data record, and scoring
the candidates to determine data records having information
about the same entity.

data considered. Moreover, the system includes the capability
to access reference databases for consultation regarding aller

gies, medication interactions and practice guidelines. The
system also includes the capability to incorporate legacy data,

U.S. Pat. No. 5,995,943 (Bull, et al., Nov. 30, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to an
information aggregation and synthesis system. An informa
tion aggregation and synthesis system and process, Which
provides aggregation and packaging of structured or unstruc

such as paper ?les and mainframe data, for a patient.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,933,809 (Hunt, et al., Aug. 3, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to com
puter softWare for processing medical billing record informa
tion. Hospital or individual doctor Medicare billing records

tured information from disparate sources such as those avail
able on a netWork such as the lntemet. A user operates a

netWork compatible/addressable interface device. The net

are processed using computer softWare. The softWare con
tains at least one set of instructions for receiving, converting,

Work interface device communicates With local datastores or
netWork accessible datastores via an addressing scheme such

sorting and storing input information from the pre-existing
medical billing records into a form suitable for processing.

as Uniform Resource Locator addresses (URLs) utilized by
the Internet. Data passing betWeen the netWork interface
device and the datastores is accessed, polled, and retrieved

The softWare contains at least one set of instructions for

processing the input medical billing record information, pref
erably to identify potential Medicare “72 hour billing rule”
violations. This processing is preferably performed by com
paring each input medical billing record containing dates of
medical inpatient admission and discharge to each input
medical billing record containing a date of medical outpatient
service. The inpatient and outpatient billing records are ?rst
compared to determine if they contain matching patient iden
ti?cation codes to identify all the records originating from the
same patient. If matching patient identi?cation codes are
found the inpatient and outpatient billing records are further
compared to determine if the date of outpatient service fell
Within a preselected time period, preferably 72 hours, prior to
the date of inpatient admission. If so, the matching inpatient
and outpatient billing records are distinguished and stored

through an intermediary gateWay system. Such aggregated
information is then synthesized, customized, personalized
20

U.S. Pat. No. 6,012,035 (Freeman, Jr., et al., Jan. 4, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys
25

30

hospitals, and the several entities associated With manage

35

communications in accordance With the basic structure of the

active and eligible elements of the agency cooperative.
U.S. Pat. No. 6,035,276 (NeWman, et al., Mar. 7, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys

the program proceeds to the next set of billing records to
repeat the sequence.

tem and method for selectively generating provider applica
40

tion forms required to be submitted to health care provider

organizations by physicians and related health care profes

sionals. Physician credentialing pro?les containing physician

includes a number of caregiver computers, and a patient

record database With patient data coupled to the caregiver
computers selectively providing access to the patient data

pharmacies and laboratories, health care facilities such as

ment of the cooperative and appropriate funds transfer func
tions. A coordinating interface system maintains data storage
of the necessary information, and manages the entity inter

ing inpatient and outpatient billing records are again distin
guished and stored separately for further processing. If not,
U.S. Pat. No. 5,974,389 (Clark, et al., Oct. 26, 1999, Medi
cal record management system and process With improved
Work?oW features) relates to a patient medical record system

tem and method for supporting delivery of health care. Effec
tuation of a health care provision agency cooperative function
is established through a communication netWork linking all
the various entities of the cooperative. The entities include the

third party payor members, the health providing individuals,
clinics, or the like, along With secondary providers including

separately for further processing. If not, the matching inpa
tient and outpatient billing records are compared to determine
if the date of outpatient service fell betWeen the inpatient
admission and discharge dates. If this is the case, the match

and localized to meet the information resource requests speci
?ed by the user via the netWork interface device.

credentialing information are stored into a system database
45

together With a plurality of different provider application
formats associated With particular application forms Which

from one of the caregiver computers responsive to a prede

are completed and selected data extracted from the common

termined set of access rules. The predetermined set of rules
includes a rule that access to a predetermined portion of the

information contained in the stored physician credentialing
pro?les. The method automatically inputs a subset of physi
cian credentialing information required by a particular

patient data by a ?rst caregiver must be terminated before
access to the same predetermined portion by a second car

50

selected provider application format into the provider appli

egiver is alloWed.
U.S. Pat. No. 5,991,758 (Ellard, Nov. 23, 1999), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to a system and

particular provider application form.

method for indexing information about entities from different
information sources.A system and method for indexing a data

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys
tem and method for medical language extraction and encod

cation form associated With that format and generates the

U.S. Pat. No. 6,055,494 (Friedman, Apr. 25, 2000),
55

ing. In computerized processing of natural-language medical/
clinical data including phrase parsing and regularizing,

record from an information source into a database, the data

base containing a plurality of data records, is provided com

parameters are referred to Whose value can be speci?ed by the
user. Thus, a computerized system can be provided With

prising receiving a data record from an information source,

the received data record having a predetermined number of
?elds containing information about a particular entity, stan
dardizing and validating the data in the received data record.
A system and method is also provided for retrieving records
that refer to an entity characterized by a speci?c set of data
values by comparing a predetermined number of ?elds Within
the received data record With a predetermined number of
?elds Within the data records already in the database, select
ing data records already in the database as candidates having

60

versatility, for the processing of data originating in diverse
domains, for example. Further to a parser and a regularizer,
the system includes a preprocessor, output ?lters, and an

encoding mechanism.
U.S. Pat. No. 6,055,506 (Frasca, Jr., Apr. 25, 2000)
65

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to an out
patient care data system dedicated to the transmission, stor
age and retrieval of outpatient data relating to care of outpa
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tients is provided With a regional data system located at a

ratus for automating routine communication in a facility);

regional location, a plurality of metropolitan area data sys
tems operatively connected to the regional data system, each

US. Pat. No. 5,508,912 (Schneiderrnan, Apr. 16, 1996, Clini
cal database of classi?ed out-patients for tracking primary
care outcome); US. Pat. No. 5,546,580 (Seliger, et al., Aug.
13, 1996, Method and apparatus for coordinating concurrent

of the metropolitan area data systems being located at a dif
ferent metropolitan location. Each metropolitan area data

system may be provided With an electronic nursing station
located Within a hospital and ?rst and second types of outpa

updates to a medical information database); US. Pat. No.

tient systems operatively coupled to the electronic nursing

an electronic ?oWsheet); US. Pat. No. 5,619,991 (Sloane,

station on a real-time basis. The ?rst type of outpatient system
is situated at a ?rst non-hospital location remote from the
hospital and includes a medical device associated With an

Apr. 15, 1997, Delivery of medical services using electronic

5,592,945 (Fiedler, Jan. 14, 1997, Real-time event charting in
data communications); US. Pat. No. 5,664,109 (Johnson, et

al., Sep. 2, 1997, Method for extracting pre-de?ned data items

outpatient present at the ?rst non-hospital location, and the

from medical service records generated by health care pro

second type of outpatient system is situated at a second non
hospital location remote from the hospital and includes a
medical device associated With an outpatient present at the

viders); US. Pat. No. 5,772,585 (Lavin, et al., Jun. 30, 1998,
System and method for managing patient medical records);
US. Pat. No. 5,778,882 (Raymond, et al., Jul. 14, 1998,
Health monitoring system); US. Pat. No. 5,845,253 (Ren
simer, et al., Dec. 1, 1998, System and method for recording
patient-history data about on-going physician care proce
dures), each of Which is expressly incorporated herein by

second non-hospital location.
US. Pat. No. 6,076,066 (DiRienZo, et al., Jun. 13, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to an
attachment integrated claims (AIC) system formed by a com
bination of ?rst, second and third storage media. The ?rst
storage medium stores computer readable instructions for

20

Memory Cards
US. Pat. No. 6,021,393 (Honda, et al., Feb. 1, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a medi

permitting a ?rst computer system to receive textual data as
?eld data, Where each of the ?eld data is displayed on a
predetermined portion of a ?rst screen of the ?rst computer

system, to assemble the ?eld data and a corresponding digi
tiZed image into a ?rst ?le having an integrated ?le format and

25

to transmit the ?rst ?le to a second computer system via a

communications channel. The second storage medium stores
computer readable instructions permitting the second com
puter system to receive the ?rst ?le via the communications

reference.

cal information management system. As a portable memory
card carried by a patient to store the patient’ s personal medi
cal information, a hybrid-type memory card is used Which
includes an optical information recording area, an integrated
circuit memory area and a magnetic information recording
area. A read/Write drive for the memory card includes an

30

optical head, a carrier mechanism for loading the memory

channel, to display the corresponding digitiZed attachment on

card on a carrier table and moving the loaded memory card

a second screen of the second computer system, and to trans
fer the ?eld data to a third computer operatively connected to

relative to the optical head, and a coupler section for coupling

the second computer. In addition, the third storage medium
stores computer readable instructions permitting the third
computer system to receive the ?eld data from the second

electronic information to be read and Written from and to the
integrated circuit memory area of the memory card, so that
35

reading and Writing of optical information from and to the
optical information recording area can be conducted simul

computer, to display the ?eld data on a third screen and to

taneously With reading and Writing of the electronic informa

generate a second ?le including portions of the ?eld data
extracted from the ?rst ?le. In other Words, the AIC system
permits transmission of a customizable claim form and inte

tion from and to the integrated circuit memory area.
40

US. Pat. No. 6,031,910 (Deindl, et al., Feb. 29, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a

grated attachment to an insurance carrier via a non-clearing

method and system for the secure transmission and storage of

house communications channel. An AIC system including
several computers connected via a communications channel,

means of a patient card. The data stored on the patient card are

an electronic ?le, and an operating method therefore are also
described. In an exemplary case, the ?rst ?le folloWs a pre

protectable information, such as patient information, by

protected by cryptographic methods. The data is decrypted
45

only With the same patient card if a doctor is authorized and

determined graphic image interchange ?le format and the

the patient has given his agreement. All information that the

?eld data is incorporated into comment blocks associated

patient card needs in order to decide Whether the doctor is

With the predetermined graphic image interchange ?le for

authoriZed, and the key for protecting the control data and the

mat.

random key are held on the chip. The patient data can be freely
transmitted to any storage medium. The chip controls both the
access to the data and the encryption and decryption func
tions. Random keys, Which are themselves stored encrypted
together With the data, ensure that every data record remains
separate from every other data record, and that only autho

US. Pat. No. 6,076,166 (Moshfeghi, et al., Jun. 13,2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys
tem and method for personaliZing hospital intranet Web sites.
The server includes a layer for dynamically generating Web
pages and other data objects using scripts, such as graphic,
audio and video ?les, in dependence on stored information
indicating the user’s needs and preferences, including those

50
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riZed persons can access it. Every patient card has its oWn
record key. The system and method are not directed exclu

presumed from stored information as to the user’s function,

sively to patient data but can be applied to any protectable

job, or purpose for being at the hospital, and logged usage
pro?les, the level of the user’s access privileges to con?den
tial patient information, and the computer and physical envi

data to Which right of access is to be restricted.

US. Pat. No. 6,034,605 (March, Mar. 7, 2000), expressly
60

ronments of the user. Notably, the content is generated in
dependence on the display resolution and loWest bandWidth
link betWeen the server and broWser to limit the Waiting time

broadcast of the personal information at a time of emergency.

A sealed package contains a medium storing personal infor
mation associated With an individual. The sealed package is

for doWnloads as Well as the server load.

See also, US. Pat. No. 5,319,543 (Wilhelm, Jun. 7, 1994,
Work?oW server for medical records imaging and tracking

system); US. Pat. No. 5,465,082 (Chaco, Nov. 7, 1995,Appa

incorporated herein by reference, relates to a system and
method for secure storage of personal information and for

65

stored at a facility until an emergency occurs. At a time of

emergency, a missing person report concerning the individual
generated by a laW enforcement agency is processed. The
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personal information in the individual’s sealed package is

minimal expense using existing Well-knoWn optical scanning

accessed in response to the missing person report and then

or magnetic tape reading or a data interrogation means in a

broadcast on an electronic bulletin board accessible via the
Internet.

SmartCard based system.
U.S. Pat. No. 5,987,440 (O’Neil, et al., Nov. 16, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a per
sonal information security and exchange tool. Utilization of
the E-Metro Community and Personal Information Agents

U.S. Pat. No. 6,042,005 (Basile, et al., Mar. 28, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a per
sonal identi?cation system for children, that includes tWo
forms of identi?cation. An identi?cation card carried by the

assure an effective and comprehensive agent-rule based com
mand and control of informational assets in a networked

user contains the user’s personal and medical information in
an electronic medium. The identi?cation card includes pho
tographs of the user and their parent or legal guardian, a
unique identi?cation number for the user, and a list of corpo

computer environment. The concerns of informational pri
vacy and informational self-determination are addressed

squarely by affording persons and entities a trusted means to

rate sponsors. The second identi?cation device is to be Worn

author, secure, search, process, and exchange personal and/or

by the user and includes the user’s unique identi?cation num

con?dential information in a netWorked computer environ
ment. The formation of trusted electronic communities

ber and an access telephone number. A user interface enables

the users to update their stored personal and medical infor
mation.
Rights-Based Access to Database Records

U.S. Pat. No. 5,325,294 (Keene, Jun. 28, 1994), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to a medical privacy

20

system. A method and apparatus for authorized access to
medical information concerning an individual While preserv

and individual rule-based control of the processing of their

25
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number. After inquiror establishes the identity of the indi
vidual, the inquiror, With the assistance of the individual, can
obtain a telephonic readout of the individual’s medical infor
mation.
U.S. Pat. No. 5,499,293 (Behram, et al., Mar. 12, 1996),

data-type references to ?les in the ?ling system, control infor
mation is provided by the database system to the ?ling sys
tem. The control information causes the ?ling system to con

database can be accessed telephonically, and the individual’ s

inquiror can use the image and ?rst identi?cation number on
the individual’ s card to con?rm the identity of that individual
but need not be told the individual’s second identi?cation

for ?ling data that is external to the database system (“the
?ling system”). The linkage includes an external ?le refer
ence (EFR) data type, Which is de?ned in the database system
for reference to ?les that are stored in the ?ling system. When
entries are made in the database system that include EFR

and need not be unique for that individual. The computer

medical information, or a portion thereof, can be read only by
an inquiror, if the inquiror or the individual ?rst provides the
individual’s ?rst and second identi?cation numbers. The

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys
tem and method for linking a database system With a system
for ?ling data. Extensions to a database system provide link
age betWeen data in the database system and ?les in a system

ti?cation card containing a photograph or holographic image
of the individual and containing a con?dential ?rst identi?
cation number that is unique for the individual, Where both the
image and the ?rst identi?cation number are visually percep
tible and cannot be altered on the card Without detection of
such alteration. The individual is also given a con?dential
second identi?cation number that is not contained on the card

kets, providing both communities and individuals aggregate

personal data.
U.S. Pat. No. 6,029,160 (Cabrera, et al., Feb. 22, 2000),

ing the con?dentiality of, and preventing unauthorized access
to, such information, is provided. A computer database
receives and stores the individual’ s medical information, after
the individual is tested to establish this information and the
date on Which such information Was most recently obtained.
The computer database does not contain the individual’s
name, address or any other similar information by Which the
individual can be identi?ed. The individual is given an iden

Wherein members command and control their digital persona,
exchanging or brokering for value the trusted utility of their
informational assets is made possible. The system provides
for the trusted utilization of personal data in electronic mar

40

trol processing of referenced ?les according to referential
constraints established in the database system.
U.S. Pat. No. 6,038,563 (Bapat, et al., Mar. 14, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys
tem and method for restricting database access to managed

object information using a permissions table that speci?es
access rights corresponding to user access rights to the man

aged objects. An access control database has access control
45

objects that collectively store information that speci?es
access rights by users to speci?ed sets of the managed objects.
The speci?ed access rights include access rights to obtain
management information from the netWork. An access con
trol server provides users access to the managed objects in

50

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a pri
vacy protected information medium using a data compression

accordance With the access rights speci?ed by the access
control database. An information transfer mechanism sends
management information from the netWork to a database

in a medical center or doctors’ o?ices, doing aWay With

management system (DBMS) for storage in a set of database
tables. Each database table stores management information
for a corresponding class of managed objects. An access
control procedure limits access to the management informa
tion stored in the database tables using at least one permis

expensive investments in specialized technologies of central
processing hardWare. With the advent of inexpensive desktop

database tables that are accessible to at least one of the users.

method, Which uses an ef?cient data compression/decom
pression scheme using a passive data storage media such as a

card-based approach for storage of medical data information.
The system operates on existing personal computer hardWare

computing, a number of inventions have been offered to

55

sions table. A permissions table de?nes a subset of roWs in the
60

The set of database table roWs that are accessible corresponds

improve medical information storage and retrieval. They
include the development of portable medical card technolo

to the managed object access rights speci?ed by the access

gies such as Smar‘tCards and optical cards, Which are capable
of storing medical information, and can be carried by the
patient. This card-based system provides a methodology for
storage and retrieval of medical information from a passive
credit-card sized instrument. The card is manufactured With

information in the database is intercepted, and the access
control procedure is invoked When the user access request is

control database. A user access request to access management

65

a select statement. The database access engine accesses infor

mation in the set of database tables using the permissions
tables such that each user is alloWed access only to manage
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ment information in the set of database tables that the user
Would be allowed by the access control database to access.

categories and a different personal identi?cation number

(E-PIN, C-PIN) for each category. The participant is also

U.S. Pat. No. 6,041,411 (Wyatt, Mar. 21, 2000), expressly

prompted to provide an instruction to disclose or to not dis

close the personal information in the emergency category in

incorporated herein by reference, relates to a method for
de?ning and verifying user access rights to computer infor

the event a requester of the information is an emergency

mation. A method is provided for minimizing the potential for
unauthoriZed use of digital information, particularly softWare
programs, digital content and other computer information, by
verifying user access rights to electronically transmitted digi
tal information. A second computer system transmits
requested digital information to a requesting ?rst computing
system in Wrapped form, Which includes digital instructions
that must be successfully executed, or unWrapped, before

medical facility and is unable to provide the participant’s
E-PIN. Alteration of any of the participant’s medical infor
mation is enabled upon presentation of the participant’ s iden
ti?er and pas sWord by the requester. The emergency informa
tion or the con?dential information is disclosed upon

presentation of the participant’s identi?er and E-PIN or
C-PIN. In addition, the emergency information is disclosed to
an emergency medical facility veri?ed as such by a service

unWrapping requires that certain conditions must be veri?ed

provider in the event the participant has provided an instruc
tion to disclose the emergency information. Storage and

in accordance With the digital instructions, thereby alloWing

access to health related documents such as healthcare poWer

access to the digital information. In one embodiment, veri?

of attorney, consent for treatment, and eyeglass prescription is

cation includes locking the digital information to the request

also provided.

access to the digital information is alloWed. Successful

ing computer system by comparing a generated digital ?n
gerprint associated With the digital information to a digital

20

U.S. Pat. No. 6,073,234 (Kigo, et al., Jun. 6, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a device

?ngerprint previously generated Which is unique to the

and method for authenticating user’s access rights to

requesting computer system.

resources. Both of a user side and a protect side such as a

U.S. Pat. No. 6,044,401 (Harvey, Mar. 28, 2000), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to a netWork sniffer
for monitoring and reporting netWork information that is not
privileged beyond a user’s privilege level. Nodes in the net

programmer of an application programmer need not handle a
25

large number of inherent information such as authentication
keys. An access ticket generation device generates an access
ticket from user unique identifying information and access

Work include a netWork sniffer and an access sniffer. The

rights authentication feature information. As unique security

access sniffer includes an access element and an access inter

characteristic information, there is used a secret key of an
elliptic curve encryption or an ElGamal encryption. A proof
data generation device receives the access ticket, converts
authentication data received from a proof data veri?cation
device into proof data by use of the access ticket and the user

face. The access element preferably includes a memory and a
database. The access element accesses the netWork sniffer

30

and ?lters out unavailable information by using information
such as address and port numbers gathered by the network

unique identifying information, and returns the resultant
proof data to the proof data veri?cation device. The proof data

sniffer. Unavailable information includes information Which

is non-public or beyond the privilege level of the particular
user. The access element evaluates data streams that are pub
lic information to determine if the data streams meet a pre

35

generation device or the proof data veri?cation device

decrypts the above-mentioned encryption. The proof data

determined criterion. If the data streams meet the predeter
mined criteria, then the data is saved in the database. The
access element transfers only the information available to the

veri?cation device veri?es the access rights as correct only
When a combination of an access ticket and user unique

identifying information used in the proof data generation

particular user to the access interface. The access element can 40 device is correct.

time itself for a limited amount of time for execution. Once

Role-Based Access

the predetermined time period has expired, the access ele

U.S. Pat. No. 6,023,765 (Kuhn, Feb. 8, 2000; Implemen

ment is complete and it can save and transfer the appropriate

tation of role-based access control in multi-level secure sys

information to the access interface.

tems), expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a

U.S. Pat. No. 6,052,688 (Thorsen, Apr. 18, 2000),

45

system and method for implementation of role-based access

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a com

control in multi-level secure systems. Role-based access con

puter-implemented control of access to atomic data items.

trol (RBAC) is implemented on a multi-level secure (MLS)

The method comprises the steps of initiating and maintaining

system by establishing a relationship betWeen privileges

data access nodes in a variable access structure. Each access

Within the RBAC system and pairs of levels and compart
ments Within the MLS system. The advantages provided by
RBAC, that is, reducing the overall number of connections

node is provided With references to other access nodes and/or

50

to data items representing an object, each data item carrying
only the amount of information that is relevant for its purpose.

that must be maintained, and, for example, greatly simplify

The data items or the references are provided With a time

ing the process required in response to a change of job status

parameter thus enabling version control and the possibility to
handle static or sloWly changing data and frequently changed

of individuals Within an organization, are then realiZed With
55

function is developed to ensure that the RBAC rules permit
ting individual’s access to objects are folloWed rigorously,
and provides a proper mapping of the roles to corresponding
pairs of levels and compartments. No other modi?cations are

and updated data in a corresponding manner. The access
nodes comprise access control parameters for access control
from a safety point of vieW as Well as for enabling different
vieWs of the access structure and underlying data and objects.

U.S. Pat. No. 6,073,106 (RoZen, et al., Jun. 6, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method of managing and controlling access to personal infor

60

necessary. Access requests from subjects are mapped by the
interface function to pairs of levels and compartments, after
Which access is controlled entirely by the rules of the MLS

system.
See also, U.S. Pat. No. 6,073,242 (Electronic authority

mation. A participant is prompted to provide a constant iden
ti?er and a selected passWord via lntemet communications or

via phone/fax/mail. Emergency and con?dential categories of

out loss of the security provided by MLS. A trusted interface

medical information are identi?ed, and the participant is

server); U.S. Pat. No. 6,073,240 (Method and apparatus for
realiZing computer security); U.S. Pat. No. 6,064,977 (Web

prompted to provide personal information in each of the

server With integrated scheduling and calendaring); U.S. Pat.

65
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No. 6,055,637 (System and method for accessing enterprise

US. Pat. No. 5,890,129 (Spurgeon, Mar. 30, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys

Wide resources by presenting to the resource a temporary

credential); US. Pat. No. 6,044,466 (Flexible and dynamic
derivation of permissions); US. Pat. No. 6,041,349 (System

tem for exchanging health care insurance information. An

management/network correspondence display method and

exchange of business and clinical information betWeen an

system therefore); US. Pat. No. 6,014,666 (Declarative and

insurer and multiple health care providers. The system
includes an information-exchange computer that is connected

information-exchange system is provided for controlling the

programmatic access control of component-based server

applications using roles); US. Pat. No. 5,991,877 (Object

over a local area netWork to an insurer computer using a

oriented trusted application framework); US. Pat. No. 5,978,

proprietary database and over the Internet to health-care pro

475 (Event auditing system); US. Pat. No. 5,949,866 (Com

vider computers using open database-compliant databases.
The information-exchange computer receives subscriber

munications system for establishing a communication

insurance data from the insurance computer database, trans
lates the insurance data into an exchange database, and

channel on the basis of a functional role or task); US. Pat. No.

5,925,126 (Method for security shield implementation in
computer system’s softWare); US. Pat. No. 5,911,143

pushes the subscriber insurance data out over the Internet to

the computer operated by the health-care provider assigned to

(Method and system for advanced role-based access control
in distributed and centraliZed computer systems); US. Pat.
No. 5,797,128 (System and method for implementing a hier

each subscriber. The information-exchange system stores the
data in the provider database. The information-exchange sys
tems also provide for the preparation, submission, process

archical policy for computer system administration); US.

ing, and payment of claims over the local area netWork and

Pat. No. 5,761,288 (Service context sensitive features and

applications); US. Pat. No. 5,751,909 (Database system With

20

With push technology over the Internet. In addition, prior

methods for controlling object interaction by establishing

authoriZation requests may be initiated in the provider com

database contracts betWeen objects); US. Pat. No. 5,748,890

puters and exchanged over the information-exchange system

(Method and system for authenticating and auditing access by

for revieW by the insurer computer. Processed revieWs are
transmitted back to the provider computer and to a specialist

a user to non-natively secured applications); US. Pat. No.

5,621,889 (Facility for detecting intruders and suspect callers

25

in a computer installation and a security system including
such a facility); US. Pat. No. 5,535,383 (Database system

U.S. Pat. No. 5,930,759 (Moore, et al., Jul. 27, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a

With methods for controlling object interaction by establish
ing database contracts betWeen objects); US. Pat. No. 5,528,
5 1 6 (Apparatus and method for event correlation and problem
reporting); US. Pat. No. 5,481,613 (Computer netWork cryp

30

tographic key distribution system); US. Pat. No. 5,347,578
(Computer system security); US. Pat. No. 5,265,221 (Access
restriction facility method and apparatus), each of Which is

expressly incorporated herein by reference.

35

Secure NetWorks

personal data ?le including a set of patient related data
encoded in a machine readable format, and each of the health

tem and method for secure medical and dental record inter
40

each image acquired from the digital imager, the provider
management unit generates a unique image ID, and creates an

45

image relation structure having a source indicator, a status

indicator, and a copy-from indicator. The provider manage

to read the data on the personal data ?les and to transmit the
patient related data to the telecommunications unit at the
facility. The netWork further includes a central claims pro
cessing unit connected to the telecommunications units of the
health care facilities to receive the electronic claim forms
from those facilities and to adjudicate those claims.

US. Pat. No. 5,933,498 (Schneck, et al., Aug. 3, 1999),
50

eration. The payer system includes a processing unit, a data
transmission/reception device, and a memory having a payer
management unit and a security unit. The payer system’s

represented as data. Portions of the data are protected and
rules concerning access rights to the data are determined.

Access to the protected portions of the data is prevented, other
than in a non-useable form; and users are provided access to

security unit validates message signatures and image signa
tures received. The payer management unit generates a mes
sage rejection noti?cation or a message acceptance noti?ca

care facilities has a telecommunications unit and a ?le reader

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys
tem for controlling access and distribution of digital property

ment unit organizes images into a message for transmission to
a payer system. The security unit performs message encryp

tion, image signature generation, and message signature gen

method and system for processing health care electronic data
transactions. A system or netWork for assembling, ?ling and
processing health care data transactions and insurance claims
made by patients pursuant to health care policies issued to the
patients by insurance companies or other carriers for service
provided to the patients at health care facilities is provided.
The netWork comprises a multitude of participating patients,
a multitude of health care facilities, and a plurality of insur
ance companies or other carriers. Each of the patients has a

US. Pat. No. 5,579,393 (Conner, et al., Nov. 26, 1996),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a sys
change, comprising a provider system and a payer system.
The provider system includes a digital imager, a processing
unit, a data transmission/reception device, and a memory
having a provider management unit and a security unit. For

computer, if required, using push technology over the Inter
net.

the data only in accordance With the rules as enforced by a
55

tion. A method for provider-side secure medical and dental

record interchange comprises the steps of: acquiring an
image; generating a unique image ID and an image relation

mechanism protected by tamper detection. A method is also
provided for distributing data for subsequent controlled use of
those data. The method includes protecting portions of the
data; preventing access to the protected portions of the data
other than in a non-useable form; determining rules concem

and a copy-from indicator; generating an image signature;

ing access rights to the data; protecting the rules; and provid
ing a package including: the protected portions of the data and

creating a message that includes the image; and generating a
message signature. A method for payer-side secure medical

the protected rules.A user is provided controlled access to the
distributed data only in accordance With the rules as enforced

structure; maintaining a status indicator, a source indicator,

and dental record interchange comprises the steps of: validat
ing a message signature; validating an image signature; and

60
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by a mechanism protected by tamper protection. A device is
provided for controlling access to data having protected data

selectively generating a message acceptance noti?cation or a

portions and rules concerning access rights to the data. The

message rejection noti?cation.

device includes means for storing the rules; and means for

US 7,805,377 B2
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accessing the protected data portions only in accordance With

a hospital’s computer environment for electronic record
keeping, a lending institution’s computer environment for

the rules, whereby user access to the protected data portions is
permitted only if the rules indicate that the user is alloWed to
access the portions of the data.

processing loan applications, or a court or arbitrator’s com

puter system. Semantic document type de?nitions for various
electronic document types (including, for example, electronic

US. Pat. No. 5,978,918 (Scholnick, et al., Nov. 2, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a prac

checks, mortgage applications, medical records, prescrip

tical method and system for supplementing or replacing cur

tions, contracts, and the like) can be formed using mapping
techniques betWeen the logical content of the document and

rent security protocols used on public netWorks involving the
distribution of a proprietary system for use on a public net

the block that is de?ned to include such content. Also, the
various document types are preferably de?ned to satisfy

Work access provider’s netWork. The proprietary system
includes processing hardWare and proprietary softWare. The

existing customs, protocols and legal rules.
US. Pat. No. 6,021,491 (Renaud, Feb. 1, 2000), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to digital signatures

proprietary system transmits private data, outside the Inter
net, over proprietary lines to a back-end process. When a

“sender” sends private data it is sent over the proprietary

for data streams and data archives. Methods, apparatuses and

system to a back-end process. The back-end process returns a

time sensitive token that the “sender” sends to the “receiver”.
The “receiver” takes the time sensitive token and uses it to
either retrieve the private data, over a proprietary system, or
initiate a transaction With a ?nancial institution. Encryption is
used to alloW authentication of the participants. This method

products are provided for verifying the authenticity of data
Within one or more data ?les. Each data ?le is provided With
an identi?er, such as a one-Way hash function or cyclic redun

dancy checksum. A signature ?le, that includes the identi?ers
20

can be used in conjunction With Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
encryption and/or the Secure Electronic Transaction (SET)

tronic identi?ers for netWork terminal devices. The genera
tion of electronic identi?ers for netWork interface units con
nected to a data netWork for use in detecting unauthorized
decryption of encrypted data transmitted over the data net
Work. A random number is generated for use as a private key
decryption code and is stored in memory in each netWork

interface unit. A public key is calculated from the stored
private key using a non-invertible mathematical formula. If
the calculated public key is unique, then a portion of the
public key (eg a subset of its bits) is stored in a data provider

created With a signature algorithm. The data ?le(s) and sig
nature ?le are then transferred, or otherWise provided to a

protocol.
US. Pat. No. 6,005,943 (Cohen, et al., Dec. 21, 1999),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to elec

for one or more data ?les, is provided With a digital signature

25
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user. The user veri?es the digital signature in the signature ?le
using a signature-verifying algorithm. Once veri?ed as being
authentic, the signature ?le can be used to verify each of the
data ?les.Veri?cation of the data ?les can be accomplished by
comparing the identi?er for each data ?le With the corre
sponding identi?er in the signature ?le. If the identi?ers in the
data and signature ?les match, then the data ?le can be marked
as authentic. If the identi?ers do not match then the data ?le
can be rejected or otherWise dealt With accordingly.

US. Pat. No. 6,021,497 (Bouthillier, et al., Feb. 1, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
secured netWork system Which Will alloW only authoriZed
35

users of the seed netWork system to access classi?ed data

database as an electronic identi?er for use in detecting unau

provided by a secured netWork server. The secured netWork

thoriZed decryption of data by the interface unit.
US. Pat. No. 6,009,526 (Choi, Dec. 28, 1999), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to an information
security system for tracing information out?oW from a
remotely accessible computer or computer netWork. The sys

thereto a plurality of card readers. A user of the secured
netWork system inserts a microchip embedded card into one
of the card readers Which then provides an authorization

system includes a readykey controller, Which has connected

40

signal to the readykey controller indicating that the user is

tem includes an internal communication system that has at

authoriZed to use one of a plurality of computers Within the

least one internal computer for transmitting security informa

secured netWork system to receive and process classi?ed data.
The readykey controller sends an enable signal to a data relay
sWitch enabling a data line associated With the card reader and
the computer selected by the user alloWing classi?ed data to
be transmitted from the secured netWork server through the
data relay sWitch to the selected computer. Each of the three
computers also has a poWer relay sWitch connected thereto

tion by tracing data through communication equipment, out
putting the data to an external output means, and connecting

45

the internal computer to an external netWork. A communica

tion monitoring device stores information regarding the data
that is to be transmitted by applying a security policy accord
ing to a security grade assigned to the destination to Which the
data is to be transmitted. The communication-monitoring
device is con?gured for extracting the identi?cation of the

50

Which is activated by the readykey controller Whenever

destination from the transmitted data. It also includes a com

authoriZation to activate the computer is provided to the
readykey controller from another of the plurality of card

munication-monitoring server for storing and displaying pre

readers.

determined information about the data to be transmitted and

for determining Whether the tracing information is stored
according to the security grade for the identi?ed destination.
A method of operating the disclosed system is also described.
US. Pat. No. 6,021,202 (Anderson, et al., Feb. 1, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method and system for processing electronic documents,
Which includes a markup language according to the SGML

55

access and retrieval system Which comprises a plurality of
user data sources each storing electronic data signals describ
ing data speci?c to a user, or enabling services selected by a
user; an agent device Which is con?gurable to select indi
60

standard in Which document type de?nitions are created
under Which electronic documents are divided into blocks
that are associated With logical ?elds that are speci?c to the

type of block. Each of many different types of electronic
documents can have a record mapping to a particular envi
ronment, such as a legacy environment of a banking netWork,

US. Pat. No. 6,023,762 (Dean, et al., Feb. 8, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a data

vidual ones of the user data sources and present selections of
user data and service data to a set of callers Who may inter

rogate the agent device remotely over a communications net

Work; a plurality of service terminals capable of communi
cating With the agent device over a communications netWork
65

the service terminals operable by callers; and a plurality of

key devices, storing caller information and security code
information for enabling remote access of selections of user
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data and/or services to be transmitted over a communications
network to a caller located at a service terminal.

method includes the steps of establishing an authorization

US. Pat. No. 6,029,245 (Scanlan, Feb. 22, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method and system for dynamically assigning security
parameters to hypertext markup language (HTML) pages of

With an authorization rule; and, monitoring the actions as an
indicia of conformance to the authorization rule. The method
preferably provides a pattern of system actions as an indicia

an information provider on the WorldWide Web, Whereby only

retrieval by client computers using differing security proto

?cation of predetermined patterns.
US. Pat. No. 6,075,860 (Ketcham, Jun. 13, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to an

cols. A security injection pro?le is provided for storing secu
rity parameters for each respective security protocol. When a
broWser enabled With a particular security protocol requests

remote terminal over a Wireless link. A method and system is
provided for authenticating an authorized user of a remote

WindoW for enabling computer system actions consistent

of compliance With an authorization rule, and provides noti

one set of HTML pages need be stored and maintained for

apparatus and method for authentication and encryption of a

terminal attempting to interconnect With a computer netWork
over a Wireless modem is provided. An encrypted Wireless

one of the HTML pages in the secure set, the page is accessed

from Web server storage, security parameters of the particular
protocol are accessed and injected into the accessed page, and
the page is sent to the requesting broWser.

US. Pat. No. 6,049,875 (Suzuki, et al., Apr. 11, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a secu
rity apparatus and method. A service is supplied to a user
While maintaining the security of the service. A person dis

20

crimination section discriminates the user to be supplied the
service. A user situation decision section decides Whether the
user is authorized to use the service. An infringement situa
tion decision section detects Whether a non-user intrudes into
a use area of the service in order to decide Whether the secu

communication channel is established betWeen a remote ter
minal and a netWork server for facilitating the authentication
process. An authorized user presents an authentication card
containing credentials including a user identi?er and an
authentication encryption key to a remote terminal. The
remote terminal establishes a Wireless communication chan
nel With a netWork server that provides a ?reWall betWeen
unauthenticated users and a computer netWork. The netWork

server and the remote terminal then exchange encrypted

information thus verifying the authenticity of each party. The
25

rity of the service is infringed. A service control section

remote terminal and the netWork server each independently
generate a data encryption key for use in establishing a secure

encrypted Wireless communication channel therebetWeen.

supplies the service to the user in case the person discrimina
tion section discriminates the user, and controls a supply of
the service if the use situation decision section decides the

US. Pat. No. 6,075,861 (Miller, 11, Jun. 13, 2000),

infringement situation decision section decides that the secu

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a secu
rity access system, having an entry access system that
includes a locking mechanism enabling authorized entry at a

rity of the service is infringed.
US. Pat. No. 6,055,508 (Naor, et al., Apr. 25, 2000),

secured entry point to a closed access area or computing
device. Entry is approved in response to an interaction

user is not under the situation to use the service or the 30

expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method for secure accounting and auditing on a communica

35

tions netWork. A method for secure accounting and auditing

betWeen an intended entrant and the entry access system that
involves an interchange of multidigit numbers and use of ID

and PlNs for generation of a multidigit check number to
establish authenticity of a request for entry.

of a communications netWork operates in an environment in
Which many servers serve an even larger number of clients

Cryptographic Technology

(eg the Web), and are required to meter the interaction
betWeen servers and clients (e.g. counting the number of
clients that Were served by a server). The method (metering
process) is very ef?cient and does not require extensive usage

US. Pat. No. 5,956,408 (Arnold, Sep. 21, 1999), expressly
40
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gram and softWare updates, is encrypted by a public key
encryption system using the private key of the data sender.
The sender also digitally signs the data. The receiver decrypts
the encrypted data, using the public key of the sender, and

50

veri?es the digital signature on the transmitted data. The
program interacts With basic information stored Within the
con?nes of the receiver. As result of the interaction, the soft
Ware updates are installed Within the con?nes of the user, and
the basic information stored Within the con?nes of the user is

of any neW communication channels. The metering is secure

against fraud attempts by servers that in?ate the number of
their clients and against clients that attempt to disrupt the
metering process. Several secure and ef?cient constructions
of this method are based on ef?cient cryptographic tech
niques, are also very accurate, and preserve the privacy of the
clients.

US. Pat. No. 6,065,119 (Sandford, H, et al., May 16,
2000), expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method of authenticating digital data such as measurements
made for medical, environmental purposes, or forensic pur
pose, and destined for archival storage or transmission
through communications channels in Which corruption or

changed.
US. Pat. No. 5,982,891 (Ginter, et al., Nov. 9, 1999); US.
Pat. No. 5,949,876 (Ginter, et al., Sep. 7, 1999); and US. Pat.

No. 5,892,900 (Ginter, et al., Apr. 6, 1999), expressly incor
55

modi?cation in part is possible. Authenticated digital data
contain data-metric quantities that can be constructed from

the digital data by authorized persons having a digital key. To
verify retrieved or received digital data, the data-metrics con
structed from the retrieved or received data are compared With
similar data-metrics calculated for the retrieved or received

incorporated herein by reference, relates to an apparatus and
method for secure distribution of data. Data, including pro

60

porated herein by reference, relate to systems and methods for
secure transaction management and electronic rights protec
tion. Electronic appliances, such as computers, help to ensure
that information is accessed and used only in authorized
Ways, and maintain the integrity, availability, and/or con?
dentiality of the information. Such electronic appliances pro
vide a distributed virtual distribution environment (VDE) that

digital data. The comparison determines the location and

may enforce a secure chain of handling and control, for

measures the amount of modi?cation or corruption in the

example, to control and/ or meter or otherWise monitor use of
electronically stored or disseminated information. Such a

retrieved or received digital data.

US. Pat. No. 6,073,240 (Kurtzberg, et al., Jun. 6, 2000),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method and apparatus for realizing computer security. The

65

virtual distribution environment may be used to protect rights
of various participants in electronic commerce and other elec
tronic or electronic-facilitated transactions. Distributed and
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other operating systems, environments and architectures,
such as, for example, those using tamper-resistant hardWare

security system for electronic signature veri?cation); U.S.
Pat. No. 4,351,982 (RSA Public-key data encryption system

based processors, may establish security at each node. These
techniques may be used to support an all-electronic informa

having large random prime number generating microproces
sor or the like); U.S. Pat. No. 4,365,110 (Multiple-destina
tional cryptosystem for broadcast netWorks); U.S. Pat. No.

tion distribution, for example, utilizing the “electronic high

Way.”

4,386,233 (Crytographic key notarization methods and appa
ratus); U.S. Pat. No. 4,393,269 (Method and apparatus incor

U.S. Pat. No. 6,009,177 (Sudia, Dec. 28, 1999), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to a cryptographic

porating a one-Way sequence for transaction and identity

method for veri?ably splitting users’ private encryption keys

veri?cation); U.S. Pat. No. 4,399,323 (Fast real-time public
key cryptography); U.S. Pat. No. 4,405,829 (Cryptographic

into components and for sending those components to trusted
agents chosen by the particular users, and provides a system
that uses modern public key certi?cate management,
enforced by a chip device that also self-certi?es. The methods

communications system and method); U.S. Pat. No. 4,438,
824 (Apparatus and method for cryptographic identity veri
?cation); U.S. Pat. No. 4,453,074 (Protection system for
intelligent cards); U.S. Pat. No. 4,458,109 (Method and appa

for key escroW and receiving an escroW certi?cate are also
applied herein to a more generalized case of registering a

ratus providing registered mail features in an electronic com

system and method With a key escroW feature that uses a

munication system); U.S. Pat. No. 4,471,164 (Stream cipher
operation using public key cryptosystem); U.S. Pat. No.
4,514,592 (Cryptosystem); U.S. Pat. No. 4,528,588 (Method

trusted device With a trusted third party and receiving autho
rization from that party enabling the device to communicate
With other trusted devices. Further preferred embodiments

provide for rekeying and upgrading of device ?rmware using

and apparatus for marking the information content of an
20

a certi?cate system, and encryption of stream-oriented data.

U.S. Pat. No. 6,052,467 (Brands,Apr. 18, 2000), expressly

information carrying signal); U.S. Pat. No. 4,529,870 (Cryp
tographic identi?cation, ?nancial transaction, and credential
device); U.S. Pat. No. 4,558,176 (Computer systems to

incorporated herein by reference, relates to a system for

inhibit unauthorized copying, unauthorized usage, and auto

ensuring that the blinding of secret-key certi?cates is
restricted, even if the issuing protocol is performed in parallel

mated cracking of protected softWare); U.S. Pat. No. 4,567,
600 (Method and apparatus for maintaining the privacy of

25

digital messages conveyed by public transmission); U.S. Pat.

mode. A cryptographic method is disclosed that enables the
issuer in a secret-key certi?cate issuing protocol to issue

No. 4,575,621 (Portable electronic transaction device and

triples consisting of a secret key, a corresponding public key,
and a secret-key certi?cate of the issuer on the public key, in
such a Way that receiving parties can blind the public key and
the certi?cate, but cannot blind a predetermined non-trivial
predicate of the secret key even When executions of the issu

system therefor); U.S. Pat. No. 4,578,531 (Encryption system
key distribution method and apparatus); U.S. Pat. No. 4,590,
30

ing protocol are performed in parallel.
U.S. Pat. No. 6,052,780 (Glover, Apr. 18, 2000), expressly
incorporated herein by reference, relates to a computer sys
tem and process for accessing an encrypted and self-decrypt
ing digital information product While restricting access to

35

Pat. No. 6,026,490 (Con?gurable cryptographic processing

decrypted digital information. Some of these problems With
digital information protection systems may be overcome by
providing a mechanism that alloWs a content provider to

470 (User authentication system employing encryption func
tions); U.S. Pat. No. 4,595,950 (Method and apparatus for
marking the information content of an information carrying
signal); U.S. Pat. No. 4,625,076 (Signed document transmis
sion system); U.S. Pat. No. 4,633,036 (Method and apparatus
for use in public-key data encryption system); U.S. Pat. No.
6,026,379 (System, method and article of manufacture for
managing transactions in a high availability system); U.S.

40

encrypt digital information Without requiring either a hard
Ware or platform manufacturer or a content consumer to

engine and method); U.S. Pat. No. 6,028,932 (Copy preven
tion method and apparatus for digital video system); U.S. Pat.
No. 6,028,933 (Encrypting method and apparatus enabling
multiple access for multiple services and multiple transmis

provide support for the speci?c form of corresponding

sion modes over a broadband communication netWork); U.S.

decryption. This mechanism can be provided in a manner that

Pat. No. 6,028,936 (Method and apparatus for authenticating
recorded media); U.S. Pat. No. 6,028,937 (Communication
device Which performs tWo-Way encryption authentication in
challenge response format); U.S. Pat. No. 6,028,939 (Data
security system and method); U.S. Pat. No. 6,029,150 (Pay

alloWs the digital information to be copied easily for back-up

45

purposes and to be transferred easily for distribution, but
Which should not permit copying of the digital information in

decrypted form. In particular, the encrypted digital informa

ment and transactions in electronic commerce system); U.S.

tion is stored as an executable computer program that

includes a decryption program that decrypts the encrypted
information to provide the desired digital information, upon
successful completion of an authorization procedure by the

50

(Method and apparatus for transmitting secured data); U.S.

user. In combination With other mechanisms that track distri

Pat. No. 6,031,913 (Apparatus and method for secure com
munication based on channel characteristics); U.S. Pat. No.

bution, enforce royalty payments and control access to

decryption keys, an improved method is provided for identi
fying and detecting sources of unauthorized copies. Suitable
authorization procedures also enable the digital information

55

Pat. No. 6,034,618 (Device authentication system Which

No. 6,035,041 (Optimal-resilience, proactive, public-key

thus enabling per-use fees to be charged for the digital infor

See also, U.S. Pat. No. 4,200,770 (Cryptographic appara
tus and method); U.S. Pat. No. 4,218,582 (Public key cryp
tographic apparatus and method); U.S. Pat. No. 4,264,782
(Method and apparatus for transaction and identity veri?ca
tion); U.S. Pat. No. 4,306,111 (Simple and effective public
key cryptosystem); U.S. Pat. No. 4,309,569 (Method of pro

viding digital signatures); U.S. Pat. No. 4,326,098 (High

6,031,914 (Method and apparatus for embedding data,
including Watermarks, in human perceptible images); U.S.
alloWs the authentication function to be changed); U.S. Pat.

to be distributed for a limited number of uses and/or users,

mation.

Pat. No. 6,029,195 (System for customized electronic iden
ti?cation of desirable objects); U.S. Pat. No. 6,029,247

60

cryptographic system and method); U.S. Pat. No. 6,035,398

(Cryptographic key generation using biometric data); U.S.
Pat. No. 6,035,402 (Virtual certi?cate authority); U.S. Pat.
No. 6,038,315 (Method and system for normalizing biomet
65

ric variations to authenticate users from a public database and
that ensures individual biometric data privacy); U.S. Pat. No.

6,038,316 (Method and system for protection of digital infor
mation); U.S. Pat. No. 6,038,322 (Group key distribution);

US 7,805,377 B2
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US. Pat. No. 6,038,581 (Scheme for arithmetic operations in

466 (Encryption of data packets using a sequence of private
keys generated from a public key exchange); US. Pat. No.
6,052,467 (System for ensuring that the blinding of secret
key certi?cates is restricted, even if the issuing protocol is

?nite ?eld and group operations over elliptic curves realizing

improved computational speed); US. Pat. No. 6,038,665
(System and method for backing up computer ?les over a
Wide area computer network); US. Pat. No. 6,038,666 (Re
mote identity veri?cation technique using a personal identi
?cation device); US. Pat. No. 6,041,122 (Method and appa

performed in parallel mode); US. Pat. No. 6,052,469 (In
teroperable cryptographic key recovery system With veri?ca
tion by comparison); US. Pat. No. 6,055,314 (System and

ratus for hiding cryptographic keys utilizing autocorrelation
timing encoding and computation); US. Pat. No. 6,041,123

method for secure purchase and delivery of video content

6,041,357 (Common session token system and protocol);

programs); US. Pat. No. 6,055,321 (System and method for
hiding and extracting message data in multimedia data); US.
Pat. No. 6,055,508 (Method for secure accounting and audit

US. Pat. No. 6,041,408 (Key distribution method and system

ing on a communications netWork); US. Pat. No. 6,055,512

in secure broadcast communication); US. Pat. No. 6,041,410

(NetWorked personal customized information and facility

(Personal identi?cation fob); US. Pat. No. 6,044,131 (Secure
digital x-ray image authentication method); US. Pat. No.
6,044,155 (Method and system for securely archiving core
data secrets); US. Pat. No. 6,044,157 (Microprocessor suit

services); US. Pat. No. 6,055,636 (Method and apparatus for
centralizing processing of key and certi?cate life cycle man
agement); US. Pat. No. 6,055,639 (Synchronous message

(Centralized secure communications system); US. Pat. No.

control system in a Kerberos domain); US. Pat. No. 6,056,

able for reproducing AV data While protecting the AV data

199 (Method and apparatus for storing and reading data);

from illegal copy and image information processing system
using the microprocessor); US. Pat. No. 6,044,205 (Commu

US. Pat. No. 6,057,872 (Digital coupons for pay televisions);
US. Pat. No. 6,058,187 (Secure telecommunications data
transmission); US. Pat. No. 6,058,188 (Method and appara
tus for interoperable validation of key recovery information in
a cryptographic system); US. Pat. No. 6,058,189 (Method

20

nications system for transferring information betWeen memo -

ries according to processes transferred With the information);
US. Pat. No. 6,044,349 (Secure and convenient information
storage and retrieval method and apparatus); US. Pat. No.
6,044,350 (Certi?cate meter With selectable indemni?cation
provisions); US. Pat. No. 6,044,388 (Pseudorandom number

generator); US. Pat. No. 6,044,462 (Method and apparatus
for managing key revocation); US. Pat. No. 6,044,463
(Method and system for message delivery utilizing zero
knoWledge interactive proof protocol); US. Pat. No. 6,044,
464 (Method of protecting broadcast data by ?ngerprinting a
common decryption function); US. Pat. No. 6,044,466 (Flex
ible and dynamic derivation of permissions); US. Pat. No.
6,044,468 (Secure transmission using an ordinarily insecure
netWork communication protocol such as SNMP); US. Pat.
No. 6,047,051 (Implementation of charging in a telecommu

and system for performing secure electronic monetary trans
25

actions); US Pat. No. 6,058,193 (System and method of

verifying cryptographic postage evidencing using a ?xed key
set); US. Pat. No. 6,058,381 (Many-to-many payments sys
tem for netWork content materials); US. Pat. No. 6,058,383
30

(Computationally e?icient method for trusted and dynamic
digital objects dissemination); US. Pat. No. 6,061,448
(Method and system for dynamic server document encryp
tion); US. Pat. No. 6,061,454 (System, method, and com
puter program for communicating a key recovery block to
enable third party monitoring Without modi?cation to the

35

intended receiver); US. Pat. No. 6,061,692 (System and
method for administering a meta database as an integral com

nications system); US. Pat. No. 6,047,066 (Communication
method and device); US. Pat. No. 6,047,067 (Electronic
monetary system); US. Pat. No. 6,047,072 (Method for

ponent of an information server); US. Pat. No. 6,061,789

secure key distribution over a nonsecure communications 40

remote user data encipher methodology); US. Pat. No. 6,061,

netWork); US. Pat. No. 6,047,242 (Computer system for
protecting softWare and a method for protecting softWare);
US. Pat. No. 6,047,268 (Method and apparatus for billing for

791 (Initial secret key establishment including facilities for
veri?cation of identity); US. Pat. No. 6,061,792 (System and
method for fair exchange of time-independent information
goods over a netWork); US. Pat. No. 6,061,794 (System and

(Secure anonymous information exchange in a netWork);
US. Pat. No. 6,061,790 (NetWork computer system With

transactions conducted over the intemet); U. S. Pat. No. 6,047,

269 (Self-contained payment system With circulating digital

45

method for performing secure device communications in a

50

peer-to-peer bus architecture); US. Pat. No. 6,061,796
(Multi-access virtual private netWork); US. Pat. No. 6,061,
799 (Removable media for passWord based authentication in
a distributed system); US. Pat. No. 6,064,723 (NetWork
based multimedia communications and directory system and
method of operation); US. Pat. No. 6,064,738 (Method for
encrypting and decrypting data using chaotic maps); US. Pat.
No. 6,064,740 (Method and apparatus for masking modulo
exponentiation calculations in an integrated circuit); US. Pat.
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No. 6,064,741 (Method for the computer-aided exchange of

vouchers); US. Pat. No. 6,047,374 (Method and apparatus
for embedding authentication information Within digital
data); US. Pat. No. 6,047,887 (System and method for con

necting money modules); US. Pat. No. 6,049,610 (Method
and apparatus for digital signature authentication); US. Pat.
No. 6,049,612 (File encryption method and system); US. Pat.
No. 6,049,613 (Method and apparatus for encrypting,
decrypting, and providing privacy for data values); US. Pat.
No. 6,049,671 (Method for identifying and obtaining com
puter softWare from a netWork computer); US. Pat. No.

6,049,785 (Open netWork payment system for providing for

cryptographic keys betWeen a user computer unit U and a

authentication of payment orders based on a con?rmation

netWork computer unit N); US. Pat. No. 6,064,764 (Fragile
Watermarks for detecting tampering in images); US. Pat. No.

electronic mail message); US. Pat. No. 6,049,786 (Electronic
bill presentment and payment system Which deters cheating
by employing hashes and digital signatures); US. Pat. No.
6,049,787 (Electronic business transaction system With nota

6,064,878 (Method for separately permissioned communica
60

tion); US. Pat. No. 6,065,008 (System and method for secure

65

font subset distribution); US. Pat. No. 6,067,620 (Stand
alone security device for computer netWorks); US. Pat. No.
6,069,647 (Conditional access and content security method);
US. Pat. No. 6,069,952 (Data copyright management sys
tem); US. Pat. No. 6,069,954 (Cryptographic data integrity

rization database and means for conducting a notarization

procedure); US. Pat. No. 6,049,838 (Persistent distributed
capabilities); US. Pat. No. 6,049,872 (Method for authenti
cating a channel in large-scale distributed systems); US. Pat.
No. 6,049,874 (System and method for backing up computer
?les over a Wide area computer netWork); US. Pat. No. 6,052,

With serial bit processing and pseudo-random generators);
US. Pat. No. 6,069,955 (System for protection of goods

US 7,805,377 B2
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against counterfeiting); US. Pat. No. 6,069,969 (Apparatus
and method for electronically acquiring ?ngerprint images);

See also, US. Pat. No. 4,734,564 (Transaction system With
off-line risk assessment); US. Pat. No. 4,812,628 (Transac
tion system With off-line risk assessment); US. Pat. No.
4,926,325 (Apparatus for carrying out ?nancial transactions
via a facsimile machine); US. Pat. No. 5,235,166 (Data veri
?cation method and magnetic media therefor); US. Pat. No.

US. Pat. No. 6,069,970 (Fingerprint sensor and token reader

and associated methods); US. Pat. No. 6,070,239 (System
and method for executing veri?able programs With facility for
using non-veri?able programs from trusted sources); US.
Pat. No. 6,072,870 (System, method and article of manufac

5,254,843 (Securing magnetically encoded data using timing
variations in encoded data); US. Pat. No. 5,341,429 (Trans
formation of ephemeral material); US. Pat. No. 5,428,683

ture for a gateWay payment architecture utilizing a multichan

nel, extensible, ?exible architecture); US. Pat. No. 6,072,874
(Signing method and apparatus using the same); US. Pat. No.

(Method and apparatus for ?ngerprinting and authenticating
magnetic media); US. Pat. No. 5,430,279 (Data veri?cation
method and magnetic media therefor); US. Pat. No. 5,521,
722 (Image handling facilitating computer aided design and

6,072,876 (Method and system for depositing private key
used in RSA cryptosystem); US. Pat. No. 6,073,125 (Token
key distribution system controlled acceptance mail payment
and evidencing system); US. Pat. No. 6,073,160 (Document
communications controller); US. Pat. No. 6,073,172 (Initial

manufacture of documents); US. Pat. No. 5,546,462

(Method and apparatus for ?ngerprinting and authenticating
various magnetic media); US. Pat. No. 5,606,609 (Electronic

izing and recon?guring a secure netWork interface); US. Pat.

document veri?cation system and method); US. Pat. No.
5,613,004 (Steganographic method and device); US. Pat. No.

No. 6,073,234 (Device for authenticating user’s access rights
to resources and method); US. Pat. No. 6,073,236 (Authen

tication method, communication method, and information

processing apparatus); US. Pat. No. 6,073,237 (Tamper

20

resistant method and apparatus); US. Pat. No. 6,073,238
(Method of securely loading commands in a smart card); US.

Pat. No. 6,073,242 (Electronic authority server); US. Pat.
No. 6,075,864 (Method of establishing secure, digitally
signed communications using an encryption key based on a

25

blocking set cryptosystem); US. Pat. No. 6,075,865 (Cryp
tographic communication process and apparatus); US. Pat.
No. 6,076,078 (Anonymous certi?ed delivery); US. Pat. No.

6,076,162 (Certi?cation of cryptographic keys for chip
cards); US. Pat. No. 6,076,163 (Secure user identi?cation
based on constrained polynomials); US. Pat. No. 6,076,164

(Authentication method and system using lC card); US. Pat.
No. 6,076,167 (Method and system for improving security in
netWork applications); US. Pat. No. 6,078,663 (Communi
cation apparatus and a communication system); US. Pat. No.

30
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5,740,244 (Method and apparatus for improved ?ngerprint
ing and authenticating various magnetic media); US. Pat. No.
5,745,569 (Method for stega-cipher protection of computer
code); US. Pat. No. 5,745,604 (ldenti?cation/authentication
system using robust, distributed coding); US. Pat. No. 5,748,

763 (Image steganography system featuring perceptually
adaptive and globally scalable signal embedding); US. Pat.
No. 5,748,783 (Method and apparatus for robust information
coding); US. Pat. No. 5,761,686 (Embedding encoded infor
40

secured log-in of multiple users into a plurality of computers

5,765,152 (System and method for managing copyrighted

45
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US. Pat. No. 5,699,427 (ChoW, et al., Dec. 16, 1997),
expressly incorporated herein by reference, relates to a
method to deter document and intellectual property piracy
through individualization, and a system for identifying the
authorized receiver of any particular copy of a document.
More speci?cally, each particular copy of a document is ?n
gerprinted by applying a set of variations to a document,
Where each variation is a change in data contents, but does not

60

to an authorized receiver.

ing degenerate clusters of data having differences less than
noise value); US. Pat. No. 5,822,432 (Method for human
assisted random key generation and application for digital
Watermark system); US. Pat. No. 5,822,436 (Photographic
products and methods employing embedded information);
US. Pat. No. 5,832,119 (Methods for controlling systems
using control signals embedded in empirical data); US. Pat.
No. 5,841,886 (Security system for photographic identi?ca
tion); US. Pat. No. 5,841,978 (NetWork linking method using
steganographically embedded data objects); US. Pat. No.
5,848,155 (Spread spectrum Watermark for embedded signal
ling); U.S. Pat. No. 5,850,481 (Steganographic system); US.
Pat. No. 5,862,260 (Methods for surveying dissemination of

proprietary empirical data); US. Pat. No. 5,878,137 (Method
for obtaining authenticity identi?cation devices for using ser
vices in general, and device obtained thereby); US. Pat. No.

5,889,868 (Optimization methods for the insertion, protec
tion, and detection of digital Watermarks in digitized data);

change the meaning or perusal experience of the document. A
database associating a set of variants to a receiver is main
tained. Thus any variant or copy of that variant can be traced

5,790,703 (Digital Watermarking using conjugate halftone
screens); US. Pat. No. 5,819,289 (Data embedding employ

using combined presentation of memorized passWord and
transportable passport record), each of Which is expressly
incorporated herein by reference.

Watermarking

mation in an iconic version of a text image); US. Pat. No.

electronic media); US. Pat. No. 5,768,426 (Graphics pro
cessing system employing embedded code signals); US. Pat.
No. 5,778,102 (Compression embedding); US. Pat. No.

and method for secure presentment and payment over open

netWorks); US. Pat. No. 6,081,893 (System for supporting

process resilient to collusion attacks); US. Pat. No. 5,687,
236 (Steganographic method and device); US. Pat. No.

5,710,834 (Method and apparatus responsive to a code signal
conveyed through a graphic image); US. Pat. No. 5,727,092
(Compression embedding); US. Pat. No. 5,734,752 (Digital
Watermarking using stochastic screen patterns); US. Pat. No.

6,078,665 (Electronic encryption device and method); US.
Pat. No. 6,078,667 (Generating unique and unpredictable
values); US. Pat. No. 6,078,909 (Method and apparatus for
licensing computer programs using a DSA signature); US.
Pat. No. 6,079,018 (System and method for generating
unique secure values for digitally signing documents); US.
Pat. No. 6,079,047 (UnWrapping system and method for mul
tiple ?les ofa container); US. Pat. No. 6,081,597 (Public key
cryptosystem method and apparatus); US. Pat. No. 6,081,
5 98 (Cryptographic system and method With fast decryption);
US. Pat. No. 6,081,610 (System and method for verifying
signatures on documents); US. Pat. No. 6,081,790 (System

5,616,904 (Data veri?cation method and magnetic media
therefor); US. Pat. No. 5,636,292 (Steganography methods
employing embedded calibration data); US. Pat. No. 5,646,
997 (Method and apparatus for embedding authentication
information Within digital data); US. Pat. No. 5,659,726
(Data embedding); US. Pat. No. 5,664,018 (Watermarking
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US. Pat. No. 5,892,900 (Systems and methods for secure

transaction management and electronic rights protection);
US. Pat. No. 5,905,505 (Method and system for copy pro

